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SOCALNAVHDA 

You had to see it to believe it. Scrub, an 80 lb. German wirehaired point-

er with a head like a moose and paws the size of bobwhites, taught him-

self to block running roosters. Fortunately, over the years we had wit-

nesses, so this wouldn‟t become one of those unbelievable brag-about-

your-dog tales.   Working down a shelterbelt or through a field of milo, 

Scrub would quarter back and forth until he corkscrewed into a point. If 

the bird held tight, he wouldn‟t move. If it started running, Scrub would 

bolt out the side of the cover, race at top speed to the end then whip 

around and lock back on point facing into the brush with the rooster 

heading right toward him. The rooster would either freeze, flush or start 

zig-zagging. If the latter, honest to gosh, Scrub would side step, criss-

crossing his legs, keeping parallel to the bird, pinching it until the hunt-

ers got close enough to flush the rooster and shoot.   Surely there are oth-

er fine bird dogs who have learned this on their own, just as many 

grouse, quail and woodcock dogs have learned to circle around and 

pinch a bird between themselves and their hunters. In most cases, 

though, those aren‟t running birds. Teaching a dog to relocate and block 

a running pheasant would be difficult, especially since many of us train 

our dogs to run down and retrieve crippled birds. Nevertheless, there 

are skills dogs can be taught and handling techniques that can help with 

the frustration of running ringnecks. 

Keeping the Dog Close & Managing Speed  

Eric Johannsen, owner of Johannsen Farms Outfitting, a fourth generation 

family farm and hunting ranch in South Dakota, guides and hunts with Labra-

dor retrievers, some of which have had over 5000 birds shot over them. These 

are experienced gun dogs, seasoned on wild birds. Despite the fact that they 

have far more bird exposure than most dogs, Eric gives them a strong training 

foundation for their field work. His methods are similar to that of waterfowl-

ers, teaching his dogs to stop on a whistle and look to him for direction. That, 

along with teaching them to work within gun range gives him the control and 

obedience needed for the best results on running roosters.  
 

By Nancy Anisfield, Published in Pheasants Forever  

Editors Note: I contacted Nancy about possibly sharing some of the articles she has written 

and she quickly and graciously responded “Yes” to SOCAL NAVHDA‟S request.  Her husband 

Terry Wilson owns Ugly Dog , one of NAVHDA‟S sponsors.  Try and support with your pur-

chases Nancy and her husband as they are supporting  our SOCAL NAVHDA!! 

IT’S A TRACK MEET:  
  DEALING WITH THIN COVER AND RUNNING ROOSTERS  
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"Duck hunting gives a man a chance to see the loneliest places...blinds washed by a rolling surf, 

blue and gold autumn marshes,...a rice field in the rain, flooded pin-oak forests or any remote 

river delta. In duck hunting the scene is as important as the shooting..." 
—Erwin Bauer, The Duck Hunter's Bible, 1965  

IT’S A TRACK MEET:   DEALING WITH THIN COVER AND RUNNING ROOSTERS 
CONTINUED 

“The main thing with wild pheasants is to keep the dogs within a 40 yard range and keep their 

speed consistent. If the hunters‟ and dogs‟ speeds vary, slow down or speed up too much, the 

pheasants will get nervous and flush out of range,” Eric explains. “Even if you are hunting a 

cornfield with a blocker at the end, hold the dogs at a steady pace until both the walkers and 

blockers are in range.”  
Dan Bailey, Pheasants Forever‟s Montana regional representative, hunts with wirehaired point-

ing griffons. He agrees with Eric that keeping the dogs close is critical. Dan uses the buzz fea-

ture on his e-collar to handle his dogs in the field. “When I can tell that my dogs are working a 

running bird, I use the buzz on my e-collars. I can keep them ranged in close with that. It is es-

sentially a whoa command without having to yell whoa,” he says.  “Both of my griffs seem to do 

a slow sneak on running birds which is nothing I taught them. They will slink up 20 yards and 

stop, then continue that until the bird either flushes or it holds,” Dan adds.  That sneak can be 

taught, however. Blaine Carter, professional dog trainer and owner of Merrymeeting Kennels, 

has been training gun dogs for over 40 years. He primarily hunts the ruffed grouse woods of 

Maine but travels to the Midwest with his German shorthaired pointers each year. His dogs work 

running roosters the same as they do running grouse or woodcock – tracking and moderating 

their pace in response to “whoa” and “easy” commands.  “The dog needs to follow the bird at a 

speed that doesn‟t encourage a foot race,” Blaine says. “The dog needs to respond to „whoa‟ 

and „easy.‟ With those, the dog can be kept in tracking mode and not accelerate into a faster, 

wider search mode which will push the pheasants to the point that they blow out of the cover be-

yond gun range. Controlling that speed and distance may give a pointing dog an opportunity to 

point and it may not, but either way the closer range will give the hunter a chance to move up 

and shoot.”  

Foundation Training Paired with Control       As Blaine points out, tracking speed is 

hard to teach. First the dog must respond well to a basic “whoa” command. Then, working with 

flightless (wing feathers pulled or taped) pen-raised chukars, he develops the “easy” command 

to control the dog‟s desire to chase. A bird is released in cover that will encourage it to run a bit 

then hold under brush.  
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Nancy Anisfield, an outdoor photographer/writer, sporting dog enthusiast and bird hunter, serves on 

Pheasants Forever and Quail Forever’s National Board of Directors. She resides in Hinesburg, Vermont. 

This article originally appeared on Pheasants Forever's blog (www.pheasantblog.org) where Nancy Anisfield is a regular contributor. Please 

check out her blog.  She is a member of the Yankee Chapter of NAVHDA in Vermont. 

When the dog finds and points the bird then chases it when it runs or is flushed, Blaine gives the “whoa” 

command. The dog stops, then the “easy” command is given, usually in a calm lower tone, to release it. 

The dog can then resume tracking, usually somewhat more slowly. The dog may speed up, shifting 

back into a search mode until it locates the bird again, so the scenario is repeated until the dog 

stays more cautious on the easy command in anticipation of the “whoa.” Neither Eric or Dan use 

voice commands to handle their dogs, relying on the whistle or buzz to communicate. As with 

hunting into the wind to mask the sounds of the hunters and dogs, keeping as quiet as possible 

helps to not alarm the birds.  

“If you prefer to use a whistle instead of a voice command, „whoa‟ and „easy‟ can be taught with 

a one toot and two toots,” says Blaine.   Foundation training paired with control in the field can 

go a long way towards successful dog work on running roosters. The odds will improve even 

more with some savvy field management. Hunt into the wind and keep quiet. Try to plot your 

attack to take advantage of natural breaks – the end of a corn row, a cross field ditch, or the 

back boundary of a shelter belt – where the birds will be reluctant to flush into the open. Strate-

gizing some shooter placement can help, too.   “When a bird is really moving in thin cover, it is 

usually when we are working a coulee that is thinning out towards the top. I have watched a lot 

of birds take off well out of gun range when that happens. If you are hunting with partners with-

out a dog, having them walk the high ground about a gun length ahead often gets them shots 

when the birds decide to flush. The shooter is out in front, away from the dogs, so it provides a 

safe, clear shot,” Dan recommends.  Like Scrub, some dogs have a knack for teaching them-

selves new tricks, but most pups benefit from focused training. Eric believes in understanding 

his dogs‟ strengths and weaknesses, then helping them to build on their strengths.   “You can‟t 

micro-manage them in the field,” Eric says. “Running roosters can be challenging. Dogs will 

push pheasants and some will flush out of range, but I don‟t want to over correct the dogs. They 

learn a lot through „real world‟ experience. It‟s all about teamwork.”  

IT’S A TRACK MEET:   DEALING WITH THIN COVER AND RUNNING ROOSTERS 
CONTINUED 

http://www.pheasantblog.org
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““To the avid waterfowler, no moment of truth can match the instant when a 

flock first responds to his call and decoys, the time when this wild, free bird of 

unsurpassed grace begins a descent from the sky down to gun range. It is a stir-

ring spectacle..." 

—Grits Gresham, The Complete Wildfowler, 1973 

Chukar hide their nests near rocks and brush on mountain slopes, or under sagebrush, salt-

bush, goldenbush, or desert tea.  PREFERRED HABITAT : The chukar inhabits open, rocky, 

dry mountain slopes, hillsides, or canyon walls from below sea level to 12,000 feet (3,660 m) 

elevation.  Steep slopes appear to be preferred.  Slope grade is usually over 7 percent with a 

rise of at least 200 feet.  The chukar is also found on open and flat deserts with sparse 

grasses and on barren plateaus.  Nesting habitat is similar to foraging habitat:  dry, rocky 

slopes with open, brushy cover.  In California, nesting chukars and chukar broods are normal-

ly found within 2 miles of water.  For healthy chukar populations in areas with adequate cov-

er, losses to predators are probably not significant.  In most areas, rodents, cottontails, 

hares, and small birds outnumber chukars and thus receive higher predator pressure than 

chukar. 
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Many of us jumped into the Versatile Dog world completely unaware of  the many subgroups that exist 

within this society.  You have the Conformation people, the AKC hunt test people, the NAVHDA peo-

ple, the Field Trial people (retrieving and non retrieving), the Agility people , the “it‟s only a HUNT-

ING DOG” people and let‟s not forget the “it‟s a pet” people too.  Some of us SOCAL NAVHDA mem-

bers participate in multiple venues and get exposed to things you would never see at a NAVHDA test.   

Confused by the myriad of letters next to a Weimeraners‟ name that was in my brace at an AKC  Hunt 

Test I boldly began asking questions of the owner, who happened to arrive at the test in an RV that 

was worth more than my house.  A spunky SOCAL NAVHDA  person at this event, who  just happened 

to be staying in the local Motel No-tell (the only place that accepted canines)  swore that this partic-

ular RV had an 8 person hot tub in the back.  I am not sure how he knew this, and also not sure if I 

wanted to find out! Anyway back to the Weimeraner with the alphabet soup of titles.  The owner, 

wearing a purple frilly lace track suit, proudly shared what each and every title was.  I was shocked to 

hear that this Weimeraner had won a title in “rat hunting”.  Apparently they place dozens of rats in a 

barn and release a dog inside to see which dog can catch the most rats.  That is definitely one AKC 

event my wife would not attend!!  Apparently, my brace mate was a champion rat hunter!   Should my 

faithful GSP Mojo be worried?  My mind wandered. Training for this “rat event” would be a whole new 

set of purchases from Gun Dog Supply.  Instead of “bird bags”  we would need “rat bags”.   My Bird 

Launcher would need to be replaced by a Rat Launcher. Who knows, possibly the springs on my current 

DT launcher would have enough mustard to launch a good sized rat.  There is no doubt the Winger 

Zinger could chuck a rat clear across the Prado NAVHDA pond.   Our well stocked NAVHDA trailer 

has 2 Winger Zingers.  Possibly we could do a double mark on flying rats.  Would this be a retrieval 

test or a test of pointing ability?  If we used decoys in the pond . . .would the duck decoys be suffi-

cient or would we have to find “rat decoys” .  If we could not find any we would have to create them.  

Any good NAVHDA member recognizes the importance of creating a good training scenario.  My mind 

instantly thought of a well used training rat and a can of expanding spray foam like you get at Home 

Depot.   Enough mind wandering . ..  .the judges on horseback said  “release your dogs” and with a good 

“hunt „em up” command my Mojo was off to the races.  She quartered from 10 o‟clock to 2‟oclock ex-

actly like the Delmar Smith video had suggested.  I had fed her a little extra that morning so she 

might have more pep, but this caused her to stop a time or two to relieve herself.  The judges did not 

seem to take notice.  They were busy telling each other tales of their favorite bird dog.  We hunted 

on.  Going through the “back course” seemed routine.  NAVHDA like. (continued) 
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I had seen Mojo  do her quartering pattern many times.  I started to watch the well titled Weimeran-

er “hunting” next to us.  This dog did not have the Delmar Smith 10-2 pattern, but rather marched at 

12 o‟clock  about 15 feet in front of the owner.  Apparently they had watched a different video or pos-

sibly never received any NAVHDA tutorials.  The lady in the purple lace tracksuit  marched behind like  

a  proud general heading to battle.  I had never seen this type of hunting.  Apparently this Grand 

Champion  knew exactly where the birds were so there was no need to run all over the county trying to 

find them.  Eventually we got to the “bird field”  and wouldn‟t you know they had it marked off in a 

perfect rectangle with tall orange flags.  This Weimeraner, “Baby Doll”, really knew something we did-

n‟t.  My Mojo was inspecting every bush and tumbleweed along the way looking for chukar and quail.  In 

fact, the gunners were standing  tall and proud by the orange flags.  Even they knew where the birds 

were.  The chukar and quail were hiding in this perfect rectangle surrounded by orange flags.  The 

woman in a purple tracksuit marching behind her dog made a perfect right turn at the rectangles mid-

point.  She was now highstepping down the middle of this rectangle 15 feet behind Baby Doll. Fifty 

yards in, the proud Weimeraner locks up on point and the gunners march to each side.  As the chukar 

flushes, gunners shoot, and   I hear a high pitched “Fetch Baby Doll” and the champion rat hunter 

sprints to the chukar and then is unsure if he wants to have a snack on the fresh bird or take a slap it 

with his paw.   “Baby Doll bring it to Mama” screams purple tracksuit.  After starting back, the Rat 

Champion  sets the chukar down and licks it like a popsicle on a hot July day.  Perhaps the force fetch 

for rats is different.  Possibly . . . . he is a champion rat licker.  I apologize.  Once again my mind wan-

ders.  My friends   Ralph and Ty have homing pigeons.  Could they  possibly raise  some homing rats to 

save on training expenses? I‟m sorry,  lets get back to  “Baby Doll”   (continued) 
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 The owner repeatedly pleads with Baby Doll to 

bring the bird to Mama and stop setting it on the 

ground.  Eventually, Mama in the purple lace 

tracksuit has the chukar in hand and triumphantly 

gives it to the judge on horseback.  Surprisingly 

this was a passing score and “good hunting”.  What 

did I know?  Up until about an hour ago I did not 

know a 12 o‟clock hunt pattern existed, and didn‟t 

even know that my dog could receive a title in rat 

hunting.  As Mojo finished the bird field my 

NAVHDA friend was waiting and insisted we try 

to sneak into the hot tub in the RV.  I said I had 

learned enough for one day.  He reminded me that 

there wasn‟t even a shower head at his No-tell 

Motel and a hot tub would be a huge step up.   

My NAVHDA friend disappeared in search of a 

hot tub invite and I returned to my pickup truck 

with Mojo to consider what we had learned.  One 

thing for certain, I would continue wearing my or-

ange hunting vest as I don‟t look  good in  purple 

frilly lace tracksuits! After a couple of ice cold 

soda pops,  I concluded that testing was different 

than hunting.  Although testing had helped my dog 

to become a loyal obedient partner who knew the 

“hunt test” game it would  never replace actual 

hunting.  Discussing the differences between hunt 

dogs and test dogs with some of my NAVHDA 

friends not sitting in hot tubs, we reached some 

conclusions.  Many hunters have low obedience 

standards for their dogs.  Sit, stay, heel, hunt 

close are possibly suggestions and certainly not 

commands.  It is not unusual for an overzealous 

hunt dog to run a pheasant completely out of gun-

shot  when a more patient approach would be bet-

ter.  These hunt dogs frequently are not steady 

either.  When you are approaching this dog on 

point . . .suddenly the pointer becomes a flusher 

long before you are ready to shoot.  Frequently 

you hear the owner of such a dog saying that my 

dog is “good enough” and doesn‟t need training.  

Personally, “good enough” is neither “good” or 

“enough”.   For me that phrase is used (continued) 

TEST DOG 

VERSUS 

HUNTING 

DOG 
 (CONTINUED) 
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By people  who don‟t want to take the time or energy to  reach their ideal goal.  It‟s “good 

enough”.  Not great.  Not good.  Enough.  The hunting dog in some ways might have  more pa-

tience than the test dog.  Hours sitting in a duck blind have taught him that ducks don‟t fly on 

a schedule.  Sometimes we have to wait.  The hunt dog will also know many of the tricks of the 

wounded duck or pheasant.   Days afield have educated the hunt dog.  The test dog has been 

trained on pen raised game birds that are not nearly as educated in how to survive the pursuit 

of a good hunting dog.  The wild birds must evade capture every day.  Evading hawks, falcons, 

coyote and fox  becomes second nature while foraging for food and water.  Your dog will re-

ceive literally dozens of strong stimulating situations while hunting:  injured birds,  multiple 

gun shots, barbed wire fences, cactus  and over enthused hunters, to name a few.  A test dog 

will have a solid background of obedience and training that will help your dog make good deci-

sions when distracted.  He will look for your voice when seeking direction  rather than try and 

solve it on his own. With your NAVHDA training you probably will see  it  important to train 

for some of the scenarios your hunting trips may present.  You may want to “train” the follow-

ing:  sharing hunting ground with other dogs; traveling for long distances in a crate;  camping 

and or hunting with strangers;  sitting in a blind for an extended time;  penetrating reeds to 

recover wounded ducks. These are all things you can train for in the off season.  It seems in 

general the test dogs have better obedience and handling from their owners and the hunt 

dogs have much more experience afield.  This allows them to solve some problems effortlessly 

that the test dog may be confused by.   The test dog should hunt similar to it‟s training so try 

and replicate your hunting situations while training.  So ,  if by chance you happen to train in a 

purple lace frilly tracksuit you might try and spice it up with a little camo or orange   to get 

ready for  fall hunting season.    Feel free to keep the “12 o‟clock pattern”.  Your fellow hunt-

ers will appreciate  this unique method.  It appears to be an excellent bird conservation  

strategy.  Many of the birds look forward to the challenge of outwitting you and  your “Baby 

Doll”.  Good luck this year.   Happy Hunting! 
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"Without hesitation, [the ducks] swirl and funnel into an opening in the trees and, as 

needles to a magnet, drop quickly and quietly into the water, rafting and crowding as 

though surface rent were a thousand dollars an acre...It is a never-to-be forgotten 

sight." 

—Edgar M. Queeny, Prairie Wings, 1946  

Since being introduced into North America, Chukar populations have been stable and are 

slightly increasing, according the North American Breeding Bird Survey. Partners in Flight 

estimates a global breeding population of 9 million birds, with 5% living in the U.S. Starting 

in the late nineteenth century, Chukar have been introduced across North America as a 

game bird. They are a favorite game species among western hunters, and are one of the 

most heavily hunted upland game birds. Chukar thrive in areas altered by overgrazing and 

fire. Their ability to move long distances has enabled these birds to establish wild popula-

tions in 10 western states (California, Idaho, Nevada, Washington, Arizona, Colorado, Mon-

tana, Oregon, Utah, Wyoming) and British Columbia. They have also successfully colonized 

the six main islands in Hawaii after being introduced there in the 20th century. Population 

levels can vary dramatically from year to year depending on environmental conditions; fires 

and cold winters can kill adults and chicks. Chukar continue to be introduced in some areas 

and are managed as an upland game species. 
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Training Days Guidelines & Procedures 

(1) Please keep your dog under control at all times, particularly when he/she 

is not working on a drill. 

(2) Everyone in the field must wear blaze orange hat, t-shirt or vest.  Mem-

bers holding a gun in the field must have completed a hunter safety 

class or have a hunting license. 

(3) Children are to be supervised and remain in the designated parking area 

at all times. 

(4) No alcohol on premises. 

(5) “Boat Safety”, persons under 12 years of age must wear a life jacket when 

in the boat. 

When done under the rules of good sportsmanship, duck hunting is a culmina-

tion of art, skill and scientific endeavor. It is also an act of love, for who 

loves the birds more than the hunter?" 

—Bob Hinman, The Duck Hunter's Handbook, 1974 
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Irish Red & White Setter 

Can you keep up with the Irish Red and White Setter? Sturdy and quick with-

out being bulky or too lean, the Irish Red and White Setter is made for effort-

less running. This breed is acutely aware of its surroundings, particularly 

when its owners are around. Always up for an adventure, the Irish Red and 

White Setter is ready for a walk at any time – this is a curious that takes great 

joy in exploring the world outside. There are records of all red dogs in ken-

nels at the end of the 18th century. Most authorities are of the opinion 

that the all red dogs came from breeding white and red dogs that had in-

creasing amounts of red.  During the 19th century, the red dogs started es-

tablishing themselves in ever greater numbers until they eventually became 

the predominant variety. In the middle of the 19th century, conformation 

shows were established and the flashy all red Setter took the world by storm. 

By the late 19th century, it was difficult to find a white and red setter in the 

show ring, although there are reports of them being shown until WWI in the 

United States.  WWI brought great hardship to the people of Ireland and 

their dogs. The number of white and red Setters had declined to nearly 

zero. Anna Redlich credits Rev. Noble Huston of Ballynahinch, County 

Down, to saving the line and gradually building up the numbers. With 

the aid of his cousin, Dr. Elliott, he was able to slowly bring back the 

breed. Dr. Elliott lived in a house named Eldron, and that prefix is in the 

names of dogs bred in the 20's and 30's. The Rev. Huston did not keep of-

ficial pedigrees, but did record his litters in the parish register. Although 

most of the dogs were kept in Ireland, a single dog was sent to the United 

States, two to Spain and several to England. There were other breeders in 

Ireland during this time, but their contribution to the current lines are 

not recorded.  The next important players in this story are Mr. and Mrs. Will 

Cuddy. In 1940, Mrs. Maureen Cuddy was given a sickly puppy bitch. She 

nursed the puppy to health and called her puppy Judith Cunningham of 

Knockalla. It is highly probable that every recorded IR&WS today is descend-

ed from this bitch. The Cuddy‟s were instrumental in forming an IR&WS group 

in Ireland and gaining recognition of the breed.  
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Mrs. Cuddy carried on a lengthy correspondence with the aging 

Rev. Huston and is responsible for researching and preserving much 

of the early 20th century history of the breed. In 1944, the Irish Red 

and White Setter Society was formed in Ireland.  Between the end of 

WWII and the early 1980's, the Irish slowly built up the numbers 

of what became officially known as Irish Red and White Setters. 

The breed spread to England. Both the Irish Kennel Club and the 

Kennel Club came to recognize the IR&WS as a breed separate 

from the Irish Setter.  The Irish Red & White Setter should work at a 

moderate pace and range. They should cover the ground thoroughly 

and have an ingrained curiosity, investigating every area in which 

game may be present.  In their quest there must be an intensity 

that gives purpose to the hunt for game. The concentration on the 

job at hand should be evident in the dogs every stride and move-

ment. Cooperation with the handler/hunter is part of the concen-

tration and should not interfere with the quest for game.  While 

searching for game the head should be carried at or above the line of 

the back with muzzle parallel to the ground. The gait should be a 

lope with the back mostly parallel to the ground.  Upon scenting 

game the Irish Red & White Setter should slow down his gait, 

even to a creep, and upon locating game take a definite set or 

draw forward to the set as close to the game as practical without 

causing the game to flush.  The normal stance for the Irish Red & 

White Setter after locating game is a standing or crouched set. The 

set is intense and rigid full of energy and concentration. The head 

should be oriented in the direction of the game and the feet should 

be positioned in such a manner as to produce a balanced stance. 

Some Irish Red & Whites Setters may crouch very low or lie flat on 

the ground intense and rigid, with head up and forward. This set is 

acceptable and considered normal.  When the Irish Red & White 

Setter has located game and assumed the above stance, the set of 

the tail is normally carried at or below the level of the back, not 

above the back line. The tail may be in motion when the dog is 

seeking game but should be stationary or rigid when the dog has 

“made game”.  The Red and White Setter is a working dog and it 

enjoys the thrill of the hunt. Since it is an excellent tracker, a game of 

hide and seek will keep it entertained and will give it much-needed 

exercise.  
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At the youth pheasant hunt, parents and youth were transported to the fields via pickup 

truck.  All youth were given the opportunity to shoot 2 pheasants.  As in all hunting situations 

some  were successful and some were less successful.  All had a great time!! 
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We started out our life with hunting dogs owning one German shorthair and a chocolate Lab. Then came 

the black Lab. Then a Chessy. Due to an astonishing amount of incorrect guidance, the shorthair never 

became a bird dog although he retained enough personality to endear himself to us forever. The other 

three were my husband‟s duck dogs. When I finally saw a pointing dog do what it‟s supposed to do 

(simple things, like pointing birds), the next German shorthair entered our lives accompanied by an ex-

cellent book on bird dog training and a commitment to do it right. Since then, we‟ve had three or four or 

five versatile dogs at a time, covering all bases in upland and waterfowl hunting.  

Why so many? That‟s a question only a therapist could answer as it delves deep into our insecure psyches 

(dogs give unconditional love) and a perpetual desire to ruin a decent night‟s sleep with too many dogs 

piled on the bed. But taking it down to a simpler level, there are a couple of very clear reasons why two is 

better than one.  

If you love hunting and hunt often, having a back-up dog is essential. Once you‟re addicted to hunting 

over your own dog – with all the joy and frustration that it entails – hunting over someone else‟s dog is 

never quite as much fun. If your one dog gets injured or sick, your choices are hunting dog-less 

(heavens, no!), borrowing a buddy‟s dog (and you really think he‟ll listen to your commands?) or trudg-

ing behind your buddy behind his dog, twelve paces back from the total experience.  

Another reason to get a second dog is because dogs are pack animals and need other dogs for compan-

ionship and company. Without another dog in the household, to whom can your one dog tell the story of 

how you tripped in the gully instead of flushing the grand rooster he‟d held pinned down for 10 minutes?  

Adding either a puppy or an adult dog to the household can upset the pecking order, so care must be 

given to make the transition into life with two dogs smooth. Here are a few tips:  

1. If Dog # 2 is a puppy, first let the adult dog sniff him or her in your arms. Let them then explore each 

other in a friendly contained area, like a fenced yard. To reduce territorial stress on the older dog, 

wait until they seem relaxed with each other before bringing them inside. Be sure to supervise the 

introduction carefully. Depending on your dog‟s comfort on a leash, it may be best to leave the leash 

off since some dogs feel fearful when restrained or more protective of you while on the leash. Treats 

for both can‟t hurt.  

2. Respect Dog #1’s toys and favorite place in the house. Until he welcomes the newcomer to his bed or 

hang-out spot, guide Dog #2 to his own bed. Puppies, of course, must be kept contained which will 

help ease the older dog‟s sense of space invasion. Feed them in separate areas and avoid free feed-

ing because it can more easily lead to food possessiveness.  

-Nancy Anisfield, an outdoor photographer/writer, sporting dog enthusiast and bird hunter, serves on Pheas-
ants Forever and Quail Forever‟s National Board of Directors. She resides in Hinesburg, Vermont.  
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3. Monitor the dogs’ interactions for several days or as long as it takes to be confident the older dog 

has accepted the younger dog. Puppies jump and nip and can get in an adult dog‟s face too easily, and 

we can‟t blame the older dog for reacting. Watch the older dog‟s body language carefully. If you see 

any sign of aggression, interrupt them and separate them. Keep their initial interactions brief.  

4. Watch for signs of possession over food, locations or toys. Don‟t force play between them. Some 

dogs will take to their new pack member right away; other can take a few weeks to come around.  

5. Share the love. In fact, give the older dog extra. Try to not disrupt his routine, and be positive and 

reward him when his interactions with the newcomer go well. One-on-one time is important, be it a pri-

vate bumper throwing session or a walk in the woods to reassure him that for you, for now, he‟s still 

Number One.  
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WHERE MEMBERS 

TEACH   OTHERS HOW  

TO TRAIN THEIR 

BIRDDOG 

Thank You!!  
to our many members for 

volunteering  

Your dedication and effort  is 

greatly appreciated!   

Chukars spend most of their time on the 

ground, and only rarely take flight for short 

distances when threatened, preferring to run 

if possible. Their alert and vocal nature make 

them sentinels for approaching danger, and 

they have distinct calls for both ground and 

overhead predators. Birds roost on the ground, 

tucked under vegetation or rock, or sometimes 

even in plain sight. Chukars are monogamous, 

and males hold a territory during the breeding 

period. Males typically leave females after eggs 

are laid, though a small percentage of males 

stay with the family group. Courtship displays 

often begin with calling by both male and fe-

male, followed by the male performing a mix-

ture of poses and behaviors, including tilting 

his head, turning sideways, pecking at objects, 

and circling the female, sometimes with a wing 

held low and sweeping the ground. Chukars are 

found in family groups called coveys that can 

grow to include multiple families or broods of 

chicks. Unmated adults of both sexes may also 

form a covey. During years of drought, adults 

may stay in these coveys all year, with only a 

few individuals pairing up to breed.  

Above Vladimir Litvin hunts pheasant successfully  in 

southern  Southern California!  Below:  more photos of 

the youth pheasant hunt,  sponsored by Quail Forever. 
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Thank You!!  
For submitting photos. We 

would love to share your 

training , hunting & other 

ventures with your dog.   

Please email your photos to 

gary_johnson@busdk12.com 

These two young ladies harvested 3 pheasants at 

the youth pheasant hunt.  Their proud mother 

had a good view of the action.  Bird man above 

plants some more pheasants for the kids to hunt. 
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NAVHDA SPONSORS 

S O C A L    NA V H DA  

WHERE MEMBERS 

TEACH   OTHERS 

HOW  TO TRAIN 

THEIR BIRDDOG 

For More Info 

SOCALNAVHDA.COM 

  

SOCAL NAVHDA MEMBER BENEFITS 

1.     Receive Monthly newsletter from Feb-

ruary to October. 

2.     Have your unlimited webpage site 

within the www.SoCalnavhda.com web-

site for 10.00$/year. 

3.     Access to the Members Forum in the 

Chapter Website Password: "best dogs" 

with a space between the two words. 

4.     Choose a trainer mentor out of a list of 

professional and very experienced train-

ers. 

5.     Participate in a monthly training day. 

6.     Be first in line to enroll your dog in the 

Chapter’s NAVHDA Tests before all oth-

er NAVHDA national members. 

7.     Have access to the So.Cal. NAVHDA 

Trailer packed with versatile hunting 

dog training supplies for $20.00 key de-

posit, refundable if you’ll leave the 

chapter. 

8.     So.Cal. NAVHDA members are covered 

by NAVHDA liability insurance at the 

Chapter's sanctioned events. 
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In North America, Chukar live in arid to semiar-

id high-elevation shrub land, between 4,000 and 

13,000 feet. They are usually on steep hillsides 

with rocky slopes—including rim rock, talus, and 

bluffs—that have a mixture of brush, grasses, 

and forbs. They also occur across desert with 

sparse grasses and barren plateaus. In most ar-

eas, big sagebrush is the dominant plant species 

and can be an important part of their diet. Chu-

kar are usually found close to a water source, 

especially during the short, hot summers. Indi-

viduals move continuously and range widely, es-

pecially during winter when birds move in groups. 

In tough winters, when snow covers their rural 

habitat, Chukar may venture into agricultural 

fields or towns.  
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"A duck call in the hands of the unskilled is one of conservation's greatest 

assets." 

—Nash Buckingham, De Shootinest Gent'man, 1941  

Your hunting dog is priceless!  As a pup you probably paid a pretty price for “Buckshot”,  but 

now have invested many NAVHDA training days and countless hours helping ol Buckshot learn 

the necessary skills.  He tracks, whoa‟s,  swims and fetch‟s like crazy.  Did I mention his Point?  

He can scent a chukar from 50 yards!!  Buckshot is now truly priceless.  I  probably forgot to tell 

you he got an N.A. Prize 1 (112 points!) and a U.T. Prize 1 (204 points!)  Heck-uva dog. Will 

probably never have another like him.    But how much is a dog like Buckshot really worth? 

How much could you get for your  well trained hunting dog if someone shot him dead?  Well, in 

Lincoln County, Arkansas, hunting dogs are serious business. In March, a jury awarded a 

man $145,000 for his Treeing Walker Coon Dog when it was shot dead while on a hunt. 

The dog was reportedly worth $10,000, but personal injury, destruction of property and puni-

tive damages racked up the remainder of  the ruling. 

According to documents: 

“Newell Gill and three hunting companions, Mackie Edmonds, Lee Edward McGriff, and Darrel McGee, all of 

Star City, were coon hunting in late 2012 on the North Branch of White River National Refuge in Monroe Coun-

ty when their dogs crossed over onto private property and treed a raccoon.  The dogs had trailed and treed rac-

coons that were attracted to corn dispensed by deer corn feeders on the landowner’s property, according to 

Gill’s attorney, Charles Sidney Gibson of Dermott.  Gibson said coon dogs cannot be called off once they tree; 

they have to be pulled off by hand and leashed.  Though there were posted signs on the property, there was no 

phone number to call for permission to retrieve the dogs. “The hunters rightfully put away their guns and went 

to retrieve the dogs,” Gibson said.  When they did so, they encountered an irate man armed with a rifle.  The 

man, Frank Newby of Holly Grove, threatened to shoot the dogs and the hunters if they attempted to retrieve 

the dogs.  Over Newby’s objections, Gill retrieved his dog, a 4-year-old treeing Walker named Buck, and 

leashed him.  Newby then ordered Gill to back away from the dog so he could shoot him. Gill refused and the 

man shot the leashed dog.” 

 A well-bred dog with titles, or even just finished out and fully ready to hunt, can easily hit 

$10,000 or more – and that‟s probably low considering training, food and vet care, etc. for sev-

eral years. A champion dog (male or female) with the potential to produce puppies can hit mul-

tiples of that amount – but as you can see, in the US court system, pain, suffering, and distress 

and the like can easily outpace the actual cost of what a dog is monetarily worth. 

So, if you had to put a price on  YOUR  “Buckshot” , how much would you say he’s worth? 
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DECEMBER hunting season, those not hunting may train individually or in small groups 
JANUARY  - hunting season, those not hunting may train individually or in small groups 

FEBRUARY- TBD 


